MSSW Application Deadlines
Applications submitted past the deadline may be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Please contact msswkent@louisville.edu for on campus program options or online@louisville.edu for online program options.

Regular MSSW Program (60 hour)
CFT and Online Priority: December 15th
- Applicants preferring to complete MSSW outside of Kentucky in two years
- Couple and Family Therapy (CFT) Specialization applicants

Fall Semester Priority: May 30th
- Refer to CFT and Online Priority Deadline if outside of Kentucky or applying for CFT.

Summer Semester Priority: February 28th
- Refer to CFT and Online Priority Deadline if outside of Kentucky or applying for CFT.

Spring Semester Priority: September 30th
- Spring deadline for all applicants inside and outside of Kentucky, with or without CFT.

Advanced Standing Program (30 hour)
Specialization and Online Priority: December 15th
- Fall and Summer start terms
- Specialization applicants (campus/hybrid or online)
- Students completing MSSW outside of Kentucky

Fall Semester Priority: May 30th
- Refer to Specialization and Online Priority Deadline if outside of Kentucky or applying for a specialization.

Summer Semester Priority: February 28th
- Refer to Specialization and Online Priority Deadline if outside of Kentucky or applying for a specialization.

Spring Semester Priority: September 30th
- Spring deadline for all applicants inside and outside of Kentucky, with or without a specialization

Please Note:
The Admissions Committee reserves the right to interview any applicant at their discretion. All materials must be received by Graduate Admissions by the deadline for your preferred Curriculum Plan.

View on campus curriculum plans here: https://louisville.edu/kent/academics/master-of-science-in-social-work
View online curriculum plans here: http://louisville.edu/online/programs/masters/master-of-science-in-social-work/degree-map